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Abstract. The discovery of the ipRGCs was thought to fully explain the mechanism behind the 
relationship between light and effects beyond vision such as alertness. However, this relationship 
turned out to be more complicated. The current paper describes, by using personal lighting 
conditions in a field study,  further exploration of the relationship between light and subjective 
alertness during daytime. Findings show that this relationship is highly dependent on the 
individual. Although nearly all dose-response curves between personal lighting conditions and 
subjective alertness determined in this study turned out to be not significant, the results may be 
of high importance in the exploration of the exact relationship. 

1.  Introduction 
The discovery of the ipRGCs in 2002 was thought to fully explain the mechanism behind the relationship 
between light and effects beyond vision such as alertness [1]. However, this relationship turned out to 
be more complicated. Dose-response curves were developed for night-time alertness and other circadian 
markers whereas this relationship was inconclusive for daytime situations [2]–[4]. The execution of light 
effect studies including different lighting conditions is time-consuming and complicated. To overcome 
this issue, a new approach has been proposed to include personal lighting conditions when light-induced 
effects beyond vision are to be investigated. Personal lighting conditions are continuously measured 
lighting conditions at the individual level. The study described in this paper is part of a larger field study 
[5], [6]. The current paper describes further exploration of the relationship between light and subjective 
alertness. The following research questions were addressed in this study:  

• What is the relationship between light levels (illuminances and luminous exposures; vertically 
measured close to the eye) and subjective alertness? 

• What is the relationship between correlated colour temperature (vertically measured close to the 
eye) and subjective alertness? 

• What is the relationship between the duration of light exposure and subjective alertness? 
First, it is expected that a higher light level correlates with higher subjective alertness [4], [7]. 

Second, correlated colour temperature is not expected to correlate significantly with subjective alertness 
[4], [8]. However, bearing in mind the different spectral sensitivity curve for ipRGCs compared to the 
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photopic curve for vision, some trends may be expected. And third, it is expected that the duration of 
light exposure influences light effects beyond vision [9]. Although, there have been several studies 
proving the opposite [10], [11]. 

2.  Methodology 
The field study took place in the Netherlands. Sixty-two office workers (49.7 ± 11.4 years old) 
participated each ten working days in spring 2017. The participants were asked to wear a light 
measurement device (Lightlog, [12]) vertically oriented at chest level throughout the entire day (from 
wake time till bed time), keep a diary of their locations and activities, and fill in a survey four times a 
day.  The Karolinska Sleepiness Scale was deployed to investigate subjective alertness.  The full study 
design including the office environment, the (recruitment of the) participants, the protocol, and the data 
processing is described in a previous paper [5]. 

2.1.  Data analysis 
In the exploration of the relationship between light and subjective alertness, the lighting conditions at 
certain moments relative to the moment the participants filled in the alertness questionnaire were linked 
to these subjective alertness values. Nine light measures were calculated and included in the analysis: 

• The mean illuminance over the 20 minutes before filling in the alertness questionnaire (Ē20 min); 
• The mean illuminance over the hour before filling in the alertness questionnaire (Ē1 hour); 
• The mean illuminance over two hours before filling in the alertness questionnaire (Ē2 hours); 
• The mean illuminance from start wearing the Lightlog that day till the moment of filling in the 

alertness questionnaire (Ēday). 
• The total luminous exposure received in the 20 minutes before filling in the alertness 

questionnaire (H20 min); 
• The total luminous exposure received in the hour before filling in the alertness questionnaire 

(H1 hour); 
• The total luminous exposure received in the two hours before filling in the alertness 

questionnaire (H2 hours); 
• The total luminous exposure received from start wearing the Lightlog that day till the moment 

of filling in the alertness questionnaire (Hday). 
• The mean correlated colour temperature over the 20 minutes before filling in the alertness 

questionnaire (CCT�����20 min). 
These nine measures are called light measures in the remainder of this paper. 

The durations for which the light measures were calculated were chosen because Vandewalle, 
Maquet, and Dijk (2009) suggested that exposure to light can modulate brain activities (e.g., alertness) 
after 20 minutes [13]. The longer durations were added to examine the effect of duration of light 
exposure on the relationship between light and alertness.  

2.2.  Statistical analysis  
The statistical analysis consisted of three main steps:     
      1. Basic descriptive statistics were calculated for subjective alertness and the nine light measures. In 
addition, Kendall’s tau correlation coefficients were calculated for the relationships between the light 
measures and subjective alertness. 
      2. The repeated data of subjective alertness and the light measures of individuals was analyzed with 
a non-linear mixed model in the form of a sigmoidal curve of the light measure. The model existed of a 
subject-specific dose-response curve. The model can be written as Equation 1.  

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖        (1) 
Where: 
Yi = The measured subjective alertness of participant i; 
µi = The expected value for subjective alertness of participant i; 
ei = The residual with ei ~ N(0,σ2) 
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The expected value μi is assumed to be of the form as shown in Equation 2. The subjective alertness (Yi) 
was subtracted with 1 (the scale was transformed to 0-8 instead of 1-9) to increase the fit of the model. 
This transformation explains value 1 in Equation 2. 

𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 ≡  𝔼𝔼(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 | 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥) =  1 + 𝑀𝑀 × 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒{𝑍𝑍0𝑖𝑖 + 𝑍𝑍1𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥}/[1 + 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒{𝑍𝑍0𝑖𝑖 + 𝑍𝑍1𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥}]  (2) 
Where: 
μi = The expected value for subjective alertness of participant i; 
xi = The (transformed or scaled) light measure of participant i; 
1+M = The unknown maximal possible value of Yi (lowest subjective alertness); 
M = The range of possible subjective alertness values; 
Z0i = The Y-intercept for the individual dose-response curve (varies per participant); 
Z1i = The slope for the individual dose-response curve; 

(Z0i,Z1i) bivariate normally distributed with �𝑍𝑍0𝑖𝑖
𝑍𝑍1𝑖𝑖
�~𝑁𝑁��𝛽𝛽0𝛽𝛽1

� , � 𝜏𝜏0² 𝜌𝜌𝜏𝜏0𝜏𝜏1
𝜌𝜌𝜏𝜏0𝜏𝜏1 𝜏𝜏1²

�� 

 
At first, it was investigated whether a (logarithm) transformation of the light measures was 

necessary for the light measures to be inserted in the model (Equation 1). This evaluation was conducted 
with the corrected Akaike’s information criterion (AICC). Low values of the AICC indicate a good fit 
[14]. Deciding about this choice resulted in a common choice for all observed light intensities. The 
estimates (and their 95 % confidence intervals) of the model parameters were determined. The 
coefficients of determination (R²) of the fitted models were also established, using linear regression 
analysis on the observed subjective alertness and the predicted subjective alertness from the fitted 
models. 
      3. The percentage of participants that have an individual negative slope (i.e. Z1i<0) was calculated. 
This negative slope would imply that higher light measures would increase subjective alertness (lower 
values on Yi, as the KSS scale runs from 1 (extremely alert) to 9 (extremely sleepy)). This direction is 
according to expectations based on literature. The significance of the random slope was tested using 
likelihood ratio tests, to understand if the steepness of the dose-response curve changes with participants. 
The likelihood ratio test determines whether the differences between the slopes of the individual curves 
(τ1²) differ significantly from 0. 

3.  Results 

3.1.  Descriptive statistics  
Table 1 provides the descriptive statistics of subjective alertness and the nine light measures. Although 
the correlations between Hday and subjective alertness and between CCT�����20min were found to be significant, 
the correlation coefficients show that this correlation was in both cases negligible (i.e., τ ≤ |0.1|). 
 
Table 1: Descriptive statistics. The correlation coefficients (Kendall’s tau and corresponding significance levels) describe the 
correlation between the light measure and the subjective alertness. The abbreviations for the light measures were described in 
the methods section. * indicates statistical significance (p<.05) 

(Light) measure Mean Standard 
deviation 

Kendall’s tau 
correlation coefficient 

Significance level (of correlations 
with subjective alertness) 

Subjective alertness (on 
original KSS scale 1—9) 3.037 1.278 1.000 N/A 

Ē20 min [lx] 749.3 2618 -.025 .153 
Ē1 hour [lx] 924.9 2529 -.019 .291 
Ē2 hours [lx] 2056 4512 .007 .697 
Ēday [lx] 996.0 1274 .013 .476 
H20 min [lxh]  248.6 872.6 -.026 .141 
H1 hour [lxh] 936.0 2532 -.019 .288 
H2 hours [lxh] 1088 2370 .002 .907 
Hday [lxh] 5301 7446 .07* <.001 
CCT�����20 min [K] 4342 875.9 -.038* .032 
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3.2.  Dose-response curves light and subjective alertness  
Non-linear mixed models, in the form of sigmoidal curves, were determined demonstrating subject-
specific dose-response curves between subjective alertness and each of the light measures. No 
transformation on the light measures was needed for the dose-response model. A logarithmic 
transformation of the light measure was only better for the light measures H2 hours, Hday, and Ēday, but not 
for the other six light measures. Nevertheless, all light measures were numerically scaled by 25000 to 
enable easier interpretation of the dose-response curves. The parameter estimates of the determined 
models are reported in relative rates in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Parameter estimates for determined models for the relationship between the nine light measures (scaled by 25000) 
and subjective alertness. All model parameters can be found in the model specifications (see Equation 1 and Equation 2). The 
abbreviations for the light measures were described in the method section. * indicates statistical significance (p<.05) 

Light measure 
(scaled) 

Fixed parameters Covariance parameters 
M β0 β1 τ0 τ1 ρ σ 

Ē20 min [lx] 6.30 
[2.43;10.2] 

-0.81 
[-1.76;0.14] 

0.43 
[-0.43;1.30] 

0.61 
[0.36;0.85] 

1.32 
[0.29;2.35] 

-0.14 
[-0.73;0.46] 

0.99 
[0.96;1.03] 

Ē1 hour [lx] 6.98 
[1.54;12.4] 

-0.96 
[-2.09;0.18] 

0.11 
[-0.49;0.70] 

0.57 
[0.33;0.81] 

0.91 
[0.16;1.67] 

0.11 
[-0.53;0.75] 

1.00 
[0.96;1.03] 

Ē2 hours [lx] 6.46 
[2.21;10.7] 

-0.82 
[-1.83;0.19] 

-0.20 
[-0.51;0.11] 

0.61 
[0.36;0.87] 

0.46 
[0.05;0.88] 

-0.43 
[-0.98;0.11] 

1.00 
[0.96;1.03] 

Ēday [lx] 6.54 
[2.05;11.0] 

-0.84 
[-1.89;0.20] 

-0.35 
[-1.33;0.62] 

0.60 
[0.35;0.86] 

0.95 
[0;2.47] 

-0.31 
[-1.25;0.64] 

1.00 
[0.96;1.03] 

H20 min [lxh] 6.38 
[2.22;10.6] 

-0.83 
[-1.83;0.16] 

-1.24 
[-1.39;3.87] 

0.61 
[0.36;0.86] 

4.01 
[0.90;7.13] 

-0.11 
[-0.71;0.50] 

0.99 
[0.96;1.02] 

H1 hour [lxh] 6.93 
[1.64;12.2] 

-0.94 
[-2.06;0.17] 

0.10 
[-0.49;0.68] 

0.57 
[0.33;0.81] 

0.89 
[0.14;1.63] 

0.11 
[-0.53;0.75] 

1.00 
[0.96;1.03] 

H2 hours [lxh] 6.58 
[2.06;11.1] 

-0.85 
[-1.89;0.20] 

-0.39 
[-0.98;0.19] 

0.61 
[0.35;0.86] 

0.88 
[0.10;1.65] 

-0.41 
[-0.96;0.15] 

1.00 
[0.97;1.03] 

Hday [lxh] 5.38 
[3.49;7.28] 

-0.62* 
[-1.22;-0.01] 

0.32* 
[0.08;0.55] 

0.68 
[0.45;0.91] 

0.36 
[0.05;0.67] 

-0.01 
[-0.61;0.60] 

0.99 
[0.95;1.02] 

CCT�����20 min [K] 6.58 
[1.90;11.3] 

-0.81 
[-1.91;0.29] 

-0.31 
[-1.52;0.90] 

0.55 
[0.17;0.93] 

0.34 
[0;5.64] 

0.57 
[-1;1] 

1.00 
[0.97;1.04] 

 
The estimate of the average slope of all individuals (β1) was nearly never significant at the level of 

0.05 (i.e. the 95 % confidence interval often contained the value zero). Only the average slope between 
Hday and subjective alertness was significant. This means that on average there are no dose-response 
relationships between subjective alertness and the other eight light measures. Table 3 presents for which 
light measure individuals have their own slope. A significant (p<.05) Likelihood Ratio test indicated 
that the differences in slopes for the individual dose-response curves (τ1²) differ from 0. The significant 
differences in the slopes for Ē20 min, Ē1 hour, H20 min, and H1 hour suggest that the relationship between these 
light measures and subjective alertness is highly dependent on the individual. In addition, the table also 
provides the percentage of the participants with a negative slope and the predictive power of the fitted 
model (R²). 

 
Table 3: Characteristics of the subject-specific dose-response model. * indicates statistical significance (p<.05) 

Variable The R² value of subject-
specific dose-response model 

Percentage of participants 
with a negative slope 

Likelihood Ratio Test 
Test statistic P-value 

Ē20 min [lx] 39.5 % 14.5 % 13.9* <.001 
Ē1 hour [lx] 39.3 % 30.7 % 7.3* .017 
Ē2 hours [lx] 39.2 % 77.4 % 4.7 .064 
Ēday [lx] 38.4 % 85.5 % 1.0 .410 

H20 min [lxh] 39.8 % 12.9 % 14.1* <.001 
H1 hour [lxh] 39.0 % 30.7 % 7.0* .020 
H2 hours [lxh] 39.1 % 83.9 % 5.2 .050 

Hday [lxh] 40.1 % 3.2 % 4.0 .089 
CCT�����20 min [K] 37.8 % 95.2 % 0.1 .638 
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4.  Discussion 
In this paper, the relationships between personal lighting conditions and subjective alertness were 
investigated. Subject-specific dose-response curves were developed but showed not to be significant in 
most of the investigated cases. 

First, it was expected that alertness levels would increase for increasing light levels. This relationship 
was expected for a certain moment of the day with a certain limit for the maximum alertness value. 
However, all but one average dose-response curves between light measures and subjective alertness 
showed that there was no significant relationship. The average dose-response curve between Hday and 
subjective alertness was the only one found to be significant. As Table 3 shows, the relationship highly 
depended on individuals. Although numerous studies reported significant differences between dim and 
bright light conditions, Souman et al. (2018) reported that 17 of the included 45 studies in their review 
failed to find a significant effect [4]. They reported that this could have occurred due to too high light 
levels for the dim conditions and this may have occurred in the current field study as well. Since the 
lighting conditions in the field study were not controlled, the range of illuminances may have been too 
small to find significant effects. This suggests that, if the range of personal lighting conditions has to be 
larger to find a significant relation between illuminances and subjective alertness, it may be very difficult 
to relate the illuminances of personal lighting conditions of office workers to subjective alertness during 
daytime. Lok, Woelders, et al. (2018) and Smolders et al. (2018) also tried to develop a dose-response 
curve between light and alertness during daytime [2], [3]. Lok, Woelders, et al. (2018) reported that the 
effects of light on alertness during daytime were found to be small if present at all and Smolders et al. 
(2018) found no clear dose-response curve between 1 hour light exposure and alertness. 

Second, the dose-response curves for the relation between the correlated color temperature and 
subjective alertness showed that this relation was also found to be not significant. Souman et al. (2018) 
reported that four out of the seven papers included in their review demonstrated a significant effect on 
subjective alertness with higher correlated colour temperatures [4], suggesting that this relationship is 
not yet consistently proven. In some studies, even a trend towards the opposite direction of the 
relationship (a higher correlated colour temperature correlating with lower subjective alertness) was 
found [9]. Although the dose-response curves between CCT20 min and subjective alertness in this study 
were not significant, the direction of the dose-response curve was found to be negative for 95.2 % of the 
participants indicating that a higher correlated colour temperature corresponded to higher subjective 
alertness. 

And last, the influence of the duration of light exposure on the relation between personal lighting 
conditions and subjective alertness was investigated. Table 3 shows that, although nearly all dose-response 
curves were not significant, the percentage of participants with a negative slope (in line with the 
expectations) increased with an increasing duration. This was the case for all the measures of illuminance 
and luminous exposure except Hday. This may be explained by the variation in the duration of the day in 
the cumulative light measure Hday. The daily luminous exposure was represented in this paper as the 
luminous exposure from the moment the participants started wearing the device until the moment they 
filled in the alertness questionnaire. For only 14.5 % of the participants, a negative dose-response curve 
was found for the relation between Ē20 min and subjective alertness whereas this was for 85.5 % of the 
participants for the relation between Ēday and subjective alertness. This suggests that personal lighting 
conditions averaged over the entire day were relevant to the subjective alertness of the individual.  

4.1.  Limitations of the study 
This study contained some limitations that need to be considered carefully when interpreting the findings 
of this paper. First, to thoroughly investigate the relationship between personal lighting conditions and 
subjective alertness, both the personal lighting conditions and the subjective alertness levels need to 
vary sufficiently. It may be that the personal lighting conditions had a too high or low starting point or 
a too small range and this may have caused that the relationship was not found to be significant. Since 
initial lighting conditions may influence light effects on and beyond vision and the lighting preferences 
of the office worker [15], the starting points of personal lighting conditions may have influenced their 
feelings of alertness. Furthermore, it may be that the subjective alertness dataset did not suffice. The 
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mean alertness level of participants was relatively high (3.0, which stands for ‘alert’ on the KSS scale, 
see Table 1) and moreover the alertness levels may not have varied enough (standard deviation of 1.3, 
see Table 1). Second, the timing of light exposure was not included in the analyses. All alertness 
questionnaires were filled in during office hours so it is certain that all dose-response curves concern 
daytime situations. It would have been relevant to split the entire data set in clusters per time of the day 
(09:00, 11:00, 14:00, and 16:00). 

5.  Conclusions and recommendations for further research 
Although nearly all dose-response curves between personal lighting conditions and subjective alertness 
determined in this study turned out to be not significant, the results may be of high importance in the 
exploration of the exact relationship between personal lighting conditions and subjective alertness. This 
study demonstrated that the duration of light exposure may be relevant in this relationship. Since this 
study showed negligible relationships between personal lighting conditions  and subjective alertness 
whereas some other studies did find this significant relationship, it is of high importance to keep 
performing light effect studies during daytime to get more insight in this relationship. Future studies 
should consider larger ranges for personal lighting conditions (e.g. by performing the study during 
multiple seasons or by including office buildings that have a wider variety in lighting conditions inside 
the buildings) and objective measures for subjective alertness in order to further explore the relationship 
between personal lighting conditions and subjective alertness during daytime. 
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